Division Meeting

Advising Communities Division 2021
Ice Breaker!!
Agenda

- ACD Service Award
- AC Chair Resources
- Leading Volunteers
- Cluster Rep Panel
- Goal Setting
- Time with Cluster
- Division Goals
- Reminders
- Q&A
ACD Service Award

Congratulations, Jamie Heck!
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Remember Your Resources

Cluster Rep, ACD Reps, EO Liaison
ACD Leader Resources Webpage
Leading Volunteers
Volunteers - Levels of Involvement

AC Chair
Most Involved
Super Involved
Medium Involved
Lightly Involved
Volunteers - Super Involved

Super Involved
Volunteers - Medium Involved

Medium Involved
Volunteers - Lightly Involved

Lightly Involved
Goal Setting

The Future’s So Bright...
Cluster Time
Division Goals
Reminders
Thank You Outgoing Leaders!!
Questions? Comments?